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Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a
QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx
p r o d u c t s .

Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com
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Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!
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About NARHAMS
NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state
of Md., Washington DC and the
surrounding Metropolitan areas. The
club is a section of the National
Association of Rocketry (NAR) and we
are the oldest continuously active model
rocket club in the United States, first
established as a high school club in 1963,
changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1965.
NARHAMS is the only seven time
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award.

Years won: 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001,
2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd.
in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open
to the public and are held the first
Sunday of every month (weather
permitting), starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective
new members to our monthly meetings.
They are held on the first Saturday of
the month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the
College Park Airport Annex Building.
Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as
a sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via
chat-room, simply go to the NARHAMS
homepage and click on the link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops”
building.
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket
club in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model
rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and
interest. We are committed to
providing the most current, up-to-date
information on model and real world
rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published bi-
monthly and is available to anyone on
a subscription basis. Current rates are
$10 for email or $15 for meeting
pickup or $20 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 6 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43
is not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-
43 or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit
an article, send them to :

ZOG-43,
1404 Sweet Cherry Court
Severn, MD 21144

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com
 Zog-43 Editor: Jennifer Ash-Poole

Welcome New Members
Robert Zartler (April)
Danielle Sidelnkov (April)

New (Old) Members
Don Carson (May)

****************************

Save up to 20 % at
Hobby Works when
you show your club
membership card.
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      Welcome to June 2011. The more things change, the
more they stay the same…… or do they? NARHAMS is
cruising its way through another year that is similar to
other years gone by. We still have business meetings
once a month, we still support monthly sport launches
out in Frederick County, we still support launches at the
Goddard Space Flight Visitors Center in Greenbelt
Md. for the last 30+ years and even with some bumps
and stoppages along the way, we are still persevering.
Sure some of the faces have changed, some have not
changed, and some just look older. I have been your
president now for 2 different terms, each for multiple
years. I’m still having fun, but to let you in a little
secret, I would love to find out that the next NARHAMS
President is just waiting to take office. I’m hanging in
there and even though I now wear eyeglasses for reading
and recently was ill with a case of vertigo, I might be
getting older, but I am still enjoying the hobby. I am
hoping to keep enjoying the hobby as I continue to try
new and fun specialties within the hobby. So since we
all are getting older, please come out and help us support
the activities that we keep getting better at.......Outreach!
Please volunteer to help people that are doing the
outreaches or become more involved. It is always great
to have new people on the range to help make an event
go. 
      We are in the height of flying season. I understand
the May sport launch was a great event. Thanks to all
that made that happen! ECRM-38 is only a few weeks
away. We will have flyers in from across the region and
plenty of sport flights. This annual 2-day meet will
conclude on Sunday; Father’s Day with a BBQ-Cookout
that is one not to be missed. My Mom & Dad have
been doing most of the work for this and I encourage
you to come join us! Right around the corner, about 7
weeks from now, NARAM-53 will take place near
Cincinnati, Ohio. Several of our club members are going
to fly at the event as well as the FAI flyoffs to select
the next US Team will be held that first weekend. So if
you’re a NARHAMS member and you’re going to
NARAM you need to know a few things. First, we
have meetings in my room every night after the evening
events to strategize the next day and partake in a few
adult beverages! Second item, if you are a NARHAMS
member and you are going to be at NARAM-53 for the
first weekend, I would like you to volunteer 1 hour of
our day on both Saturday & Sunday to time events for
the US Team member flyoffs. I will be in touch with
everyone about this at a later date.

Keep em flyin, bunky 

Jim  

King Zog Speaks!

Date:                June 18-19, 2011
Location           Mt. Airy, MD
Event:               ECRM-38
Class of Event:   Regional Meet
Contest Events:   PMC, C ELA, D BG, RDA, OSL
Sponsor:            NARHAMS

Date:             June 25-26, 2011
Location        Prospect, PA
Event:            Steel City Smoke Trail 11
Class of Event:Regional Meet
Contest Events:1/4A FW, 1/2A ALT, 1/2A SRD,

A HD, A RG
Sponsor:          Pittsburgh Space Command  #473

Date:                Jul 23-29, 2011
Location          Lebanon, OH
Event:               NARAM
Class of Event:  NARAM
Contest Events: 1/2A ALT, A-HD, 1/4A FW, 1/2A SRD,

C RG, 1/8A SD(M),  C-ELA, R&D,
B Scale Alt, PMC

Sponsor:          QUARK, TORC, MTMA, and WVSOAR

DATE: Sunday, July 17, 2011
LOCATION: NASA/Goddard Visitor Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland
EVENT: “Lunar” Spot Landing
COST: Free
REGISTRATION: Register at the launch site on the
day of the launch.
SPONSOR: This contest is sponsored by the NASA
GSFC Visitor Center and held by the
National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro-
Modeling Section (NARHAMS.org).
AWARDS: First through third place trophies for each of
two age divisions
WHY: This event commemorates the anniversary of the
Apollo 11 Moon landing and promotes interest in space
sciences.

Upcoming Contests
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March Launch Coverage
Bradley Grant NAR#85261

Top: Set-up for March
Left: Two rockets ready
Below: Rockets from February Sport Launch
Bottom: Der Red max!
(All photos by Brad Grant and his BlackBerry)

Motor Qty Motor Qty
¼ A 1 C 12
½ A 3 D 3
A 25 E 16
B 18 F 2

      Hello Sports Fans, this is your March Launch Manager
providing the scoop on the March Launch. The theme was
a Goddard theme and while no one bought a Nell to
launch, I think Robert Goddard would have enjoyed
watching all the rockets.
      The weather cooperated for the most part and we had a
very active launch at the Mt. Airy field. While it was
windy, the temperatures were bearable. I don’t think we
lost any rockets to the trees.
      The range opened around 11:00am and we flew until
3:00pm. Range duty was broken down into three shifts.
The first shift included me and Frank Panek.  The second
shift consisted of Jim Filler and Tom Ha and the third shift
was run by Mark Wise and Tom Ha.
      We had 80 rockets launched. While the majority of
flights were “A”
Sports models,  there
were some nice Mid-
Power TARC flights.
One of Kevin
Johnson’s TARC team
actually qualified for
TARC contest in May.
      To me, one of the
most amusing aspects
to the March launch
was when I went with
Kevin and Alex to
recover some rockets
from the trees.
While walking
through the woods
on the eastern part
of the range, I
couldn’t help but
notice all the
broken rocket parts
lying on the
ground. I saw
Alpha 3 fins and
Nose cones.  I also
saw all types of
parachutes and

 other rocketry paraphernalia. I’m thinking
“Jackpot”!!!!  Having seen this bounty of rocketry
material I will be going back into the woods this fall
and harvest the parts for my next project.
     I want to thank my fellow NARHAMSTERS for
helping out with the range duties and setting up and
closing down the field.
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The Great Mercury Capsule Build Contest of 2011
Alex Mankevich – Vice Zog  NAR #86018

The paper Model for judging
(Photo by Alex Mankevich)

Above: The Judge, Alex, with the
coveted Certificate

Left: Jim Filler, the only entrant,
and winner getting a handshake
from the judge.
(photos by Alex Mankevich)

      May 2011 commemorates the 50th anniversary of
the flight of Freedom 7 and February 2012
commemorates the 50th anniversary of the flight of
Friendship 7.  Both Alan Shepard’s and John
Glenn’s historical flights were performed in the
single-occupant Mercury capsule.  NARHAMS held
‘The Great Mercury Capsule Build Contest of 2011’
as a way of celebrating the historic ‘firsts’ of these
space missions, as well as to generate a collection of
Mercury capsules to be used for display purposes at
events to be held in commemoration of these historic
flights this year and next.
      Dr. Kidwell posted a link to several designs of
paper Mercury capsules on the NARHAMS website.
Vice Zog Alex Mankevich served as event organizer
and contest judge.  Judging was held at the April
2011 business meeting. The criteria for judging
awarded most points for
excellence in
craftsmanship and care
in construction. Prizes in
the form of model
rockets, a rocketry
magazine and packages
of rocketry parts were
assembled for the
winning contestants.
The top three champions
and honorable mention
contestants were to be
recognized with
certificates.

      A single entrant in the person of President Jim Filler
presented a model for judging.  Despite the lack of
competition, Jim wasn’t permitted to win on popularity
alone.  Jim and his model face a withering gauntlet of
criteria for construction and absence of blemishes.  Jim
scored a total of 615 points out of a possible 700.  He won
high marks for his use of photographic paper (instead of
copy paper), alignment of seams and components and his
smart choice of using reinforcements to strengthen the
struts on the escape tower.  Only a blemish towards the
capsule/heat shield junction and the lack of a bead to close
off the recovery compartment on the capsule’s top
detracted from an otherwise perfect model.
      A minimal field of contestants meant that Jim was
favored with both the first and second place prizes.  Surely,
his champion’s certificate will be displayed in a place of
honor in his new residence.  I’m quite certain that of all the
prizes and accolades Jim garnered for his first place finish,
he will cherish most the congratulatory handshake he

received from contest
judge Alex.
      Currently,
NARHAMS has three
Mercury capsules (of
2.5", 3.25" and 6.5"
diameter) that are
exhibition-ready for
Mercury commemorative
events in 2011 and 2012.
These capsules constitute
an eye-catching array of
sizes, and factually
represent the Mercury
capsule that carried the
first American astronauts
into space.
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RCS Science Day Launch
by Ed Pearson

      For the past 22
years club members
have been supporting
Science Day at
Montgomery College
for the Rockville
Consortium for
Science (RCS—a
group originally of
retired scientists who,
since 1989, have had
the objective of
establishing a hands-
on science center in Rockville).  Our
support includes having participants
build and launch model rockets.  We
started out with Alpha 1s and Alpha IIs
(yes, there such critters-ask me), and
shortly details will follow on this
year’s program with Alpha IIIs.
      Originally the annual April
event was called Earth Day, but
over the years more science
disciplines (e.g., astronomy and
DNA testing) were added to the
exhibits; now numbering more
than three dozen in a setting like a
science exposition that fills two
buildings and spills outside with
other displays.
      This year Science Day was
held on April 10—the second
Sunday instead of the usual last
Sunday—as Easter occurred on
April 24 which would have been
the normal event date.
      For the second year we found success in running two
building sessions followed by the launch.  The club had
wonderful support from Mike Cochran, Alex Mankevich
and Alan Williams in the building classes.  Bob Ekman
(RCS president) gave us two student helpers from his
Explorer Post TARC rocketeers, and although I thought it
might be hard to top last year’s support, Anton from
Damascus High and Bernadette from Magruder High
(both seniors) were like having two more club members.
Our first building session lasted about 1.5 hours and we
had 20 kids and parents.  Our second session lasted about
45 minutes and we had 16 builders.
      We used a lottery drawing for the first group to
determine who got to build kits and we were able to

balance demand and kits for the second
group without a ticket drawing…the
process we have used for many years after
Mary McCoy made the suggestion.
      Raul Peña and family joined us after
the sessions and Raul helped our band
with the launches.  Because of field
construction, we initially attempted to
launch on the ball field…the old soccer
field that we have used for many years was

a collection of dirt, gravel, mud and
earth movers.  Twice in the last 22
years we have used the ball diamond,
but it has always been a fallback.  This
time, just moments prior to our launch,
the college’s athletic director, arrived
to say we were on the wrong field and
directed us to an upper area running
track infield.  We packed up and
launched our 36 rockets on A8-3s

awhile later.  There were
no misfires, just one
separation and only that
model over flew the area.
It was easily recovered.
We had more than one
hundred spectators with
Alan doing honors on the
PA.  We finished and
loaded up shortly after
5pm for the trips home
with some very satisfied
future scientists signaling
their approval; great job
NARHAMS.

(All  photos by Alex Mankevich)
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      Reach for the Sky 23 was held as a Regional Meet on
April 16-17. It was hosted by PSC at their Camp
Lutherlyn launch site about
40 miles north of Pitts-
burgh. Jim Filler, Jennifer
Ash-Poole, Steve
Humphrey, and I made the
journey out there on Friday,
with the Alexander family
arriving Saturday, and
Bruce Canino and Jim
McGraw joining us on
Sunday. It's about a 5-hour
drive from the DC area,
with the typical construc-
tion zones at least every 20
miles on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike. The weather forecast
going into the weekend was horrible: 2 inches of rain on
Saturday, cold and windy both days.
      On Saturday, Rod Schafer and Steve Foster started
setting up the range at 9 am, and had everything ready to
go by 10 am. Of course, that is when the wind started
picking up, then the rain came. We huddled under the
nearby pavilion as Steve expertly built a roaring fire to
ward off the chill. Jennifer got the updated weather
forecast and saw a predicted
clearing and 12 mph winds in
the mid afternoon. Sure
enough, around 2:30 pm the
wind died down, and by 4 pm
it was sunny, warm, and dead
calm. There was quite a rush
to get in as many flights as
possible during the good
weather. Of course the
ground was thoroughly
saturated by that point, so the
area around the range head
soon turned into a mud bog.
By 6 pm, the wind was
starting to pick up again, but we
continued launching until nearly
7 pm, primarily to accommodate Steve Humphrey's 4
misfires on his egg lofter. After a quick hotel stop to
change into dry/mud-free clothes, we reconvened at
Texas Roadhouse for a group dinner.
      On Sunday, we had winds of 19 to 19.99 mph, with
occasional gusts to 40+. Rod and Steve moved the range

head out of the mud, but it was still quite a challenge to
fight the wind. The recovery poles saw a lot of use both

days, and there were many models
that were never recovered.
      In C Dual Eggloft Duration,
Jim Filler had a nice first flight,
with a time of 50 seconds, but it
landed in a tree and was too high
to reach. His broken egg on flight
#2 left it open for me to win C
Division with a whopping 11
seconds after stripping off all but 2
shroud lines of my parachute.
Michala Alexander followed my
lead and used a streamer for her
recovery, also getting first place in

         A Division with 11 seconds.
   Jim also had a notable flight in

A Helicopter Duration, getting 79 seconds on his first
flight, but landing the model right in the middle of the
nearby pond. The model could still be seen floating on
the surface hours later. I managed to squeak past him with
a combined 82 seconds on 2 flights, forcing him to fly
again to try to reclaim first place. As luck would have it,
his rotors failed to deploy on the second flight, and it
impacted about 3 inches deep into the mud.

      Rod and Steve typically
pick one oddball event for
their contests, and this one
was no exception with the
provisional event C3 (Wiffle
ball) Payload Duration. The
objective is to launch a Wiffle
ball (about 3 inches in
diameter) completely en-
closed in the model, then
deploy the ball separately at
apogee and time its descent.
Most of the designs were
remarkably similar, with a
conical nose and transition

     back down to an 18mm tube.
    Steve's model was stubby with

large fins and looked more like a purple RPG round. As
expected, results were equally consistent, with most times
around 15 seconds. Steve's second flight was timed to 44
seconds, but we later agreed that it was likely a piece of
wadding that was being timed and not the Wiffle ball.

Reach for the Sky Contest
Report by Chris Kidwell

Flying I Beam Kids launch
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)

DUCK! and Michela Alexander launching
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)
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1/8A Streamer Duration
Place Contestant NAR # Section Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Points
A Division
1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 25 13 38 240
-- Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 UNS 0 0
C Division
1 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 23 36 59 240
2 Canino, Bruce 39989 IND 15 18 33 144
3 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 24 LST 24 96
4 Filler, Jim 27862 473 NDP 12 12 48
-- Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 NDP NDP 0 0
T Division
1 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 48 37 85 240
2 The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 23 24 47 144
3 DUCK! T-661 473 27 SEP 27 96
4 Qualified Flight T-413 473 17 17 48

1/2A Super-Roc Duration
Place Contestant NAR #Section Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Points
A Division
1 Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 4800 (48 s) 4800 390
2 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 3400 (34 s) 3400 234
C Division
1 Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND 6800 (68 s) 9700 (97 s) 16500 390
2 Filler, Jim 27862 473 3500 (35 s) 3500 234
3 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 3400 (34 s) UNS 3400 156
4 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 2700 (27 s) 2700 78
5 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 1800 (18 s) 1800 39
6 Canino, Bruce 39989 IND 700 (7 s) 700 39
T Division
1 The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 13400 (134 s) 2100 (21 s) 15500 390
2 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 6400 (64 s) 2100 (21 s) 8500 234
3 DUCK! T-661 473 2600 (26 s) 2600 156
4 Qualified Flight T-413 473 1140 (12 s) 1140 78
-- Krispy Kremers T-890 IND SEP 0 0

C Dual Egg Lofting Duration
Place Contestant NAR # Section Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Points
A Division
1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 11 11 840
-- Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 EGG 0 0
C Division
1 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 UNS 11 11 840
-- Alexander, Scott 84112 473 UNS 0 0
-- Canino, Bruce 39989 IND EJ EGG 0 0
-- Filler, Jim 27862 473 NR (50 sec) EGG 0 0
-- Guzek, Sean 89381 IND EGG 0 0
T Division
1 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 SEP 38 38 840
2 Qualified Flight T-413 473 20 20 504
-- DUCK! T-661 473 UNS 0 0
-- The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 UNS UNS 0 0

Reach For the Sky 23 Standings and Results
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A Helicopter Duration
Place Contestant NAR # Section Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Points
A Division
1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 27 29 56 600
2 Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 7 7 360
C Division
1 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 40 42 82 600
2 Filler, Jim 27862 473 79 ROT 79 360
3 Canino, Bruce 39989 IND 39 26 65 240
4 Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND 27 27 120
5 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 23 23 60
6 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 14 14 60
T Division
1 The Flying I-Beam Kids T-473 473 58 60 118 600
2 DUCK! T-661 473 46 26 72 360
3 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 SEP 68 68 240
4 Qualified Flight T-413 473 35 35 120

C3 Whifflebal Payload
Place Contestant NAR # Section Flight 1 Flight 2 Total Points
A Division
1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 5 5 330
1 Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 5 5 330
C Division
1 Filler, Jim 27862 473 18 19 37 330
2 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 22 22 198
3 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 17 17 132
4 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 16 16 66
5 Canino, Bruce 39989 IND 7 7 33
-- Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND UNS 0 0
T Division
1 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 12 11 23 330
2 Qualified Flight T-413 473 15 15 198
3 DUCK! T-661 473 14 14 132
-- The Flying I-Beam Kids T-473 473 DQ 44 NR 0 33

Reach For The Sky 23 Meet Champions
Place Contestant NAR Number Section Total Points
A Division Sections
1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 2244 1 PSC 473 11304
2 Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 1080 2 IND 0 966
C Division 3 SPAAR 503 300
1 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 1677
2 Filler, Jim 27862 473 972
3 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 588
4 Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND 510
5 Canino, Bruce 39989 IND 456
6 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 300
7 Guzek, Sean 89381 IND 0
T Division
1 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 1884
2 The Flying I-Beam Kids T-473 473 1167
3 Qualified Flight T-413 473 948
4 DUCK! T-661 473 744
5 Krispy Kremers T-890 IND 0

Closeup of Steve Humphrey prepping 1/8A
model in the car (where it was warm!)
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)
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      So you have seen a
bazillion demos and think
you have seen it all; well
you haven’t. There are
always surprises.  Take the
April 3rd GSFC Visitor
Center launch for example.
      VC April launches
typically bring out scores
of scouts and yup we had
them from Baltimore,
Columbia, Ellicott City,
Tacoma Park and
Washington, plus
we had two
University of
Maryland groups,
an Olympiad of the
Mind group and
individual families.
      What made this
different from any
Goddard launch I
recall was that the
line for check-in
was so long…it ran
halfway to the gift shop…
some 500 feet away.
      We advertise we launch from 1-2pm, and often we go
past 2pm, but April’s launch lasted until 3:30pm.   We
didn’t count the number of flights, but it had to be more
than 100.
      Although it had rained during the week and the
ground was soggy, we kind of anticipated we might draw
a large number so we set up in the grass in our normal
configuration instead of the rainy day layout.  It
was a good thing too with the throng we brought
out (about 300 people counted with 67 new flyers
and we ran out of new flyer certificates).
      Kudos go to the club volunteers—Jennifer
who multitasked with two pre-launch prep
sessions, handling certificates, recovery on the
other side of the fence, and safety check-in until
Mike Cochran relieved her.  Alex Mankevich also
did certificates and set up a station outside for
repairs, information, and individual pre-launch
prepping.  Alan Williams gave the safety check-in
briefing.  He then assisted at the rack for load-ups
with Dimitre Avramov and Ali Dar (Ummer’s
younger brother—Ummer worked at the VC).

Perspective On Goddard’s April Launch
by Ed Pearson

The view from the back of the line.
(photo by Bill Buckingham)

Scouts ready to fly.
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

     The Visitor Center manager,
Bill Buckingham, attended and
added to the narration talking
about May’s open house (same
day as TARC unfortunately),
the Messenger mission and
Cassini.  This was Bill’s first
launch and he took great photos
too.
      Not more than a moment
passed after Bill mentioned

                                       Cassini, than a dad told me that
his son, then at the rack, was named
Giovanni Domenico (Cassini’s first two
names). (Dad’s daughter’s middle name
is Luna after the Russian Moon
program; she was launching too).
Talking further, dad (Guiseppe) said that
he used to fly rockets in the 70s as a kid
with his own dad Joe Cimmino who
headed the Wheaton Association of
Rocketry (WAR), and that Guiseppe got
his career start in IT after being
introduced to a mainframe by Jim
Barrowman.
      Another dad chimed in that he was

32 years old and used to fly at Goddard on the Sunday
programs when he was a kid and now he had brought his
eight-year old daughter to fly.
      That’s what was amazing about this launch, the
crowd’s size, seeing old rocketeers, seeing their children
and even grandchildren. Having Bill see his first launch
and the excellent support from NARHAMS was icing on
a cake that is always surprising—even if you have seen a
bazillion launches.

Ed Pearson’s view of a launch.
(photo by Bill Buckingham)
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      The launch was nice-sized and we launched
almost sixty rockets (three misfires on ten six-
rail racks).  Staff counted around 150 people
total attending.  Cup Scoup Pack 61 from the
Palisades area of Washington came out early
built and flew firehawks.  We gave out 26 new-
flyer certificates.  NARHAMS supporting the
launch were Dimitre Amramov, Alex
Mankevich, Ed Pearson and Alan Williams. 
About five or so models flew over the fence, but
employee passer-bys threw them back.  We
finished shortly after 2 pm and soon afterwards
it started to drizzle.  People expressed they had
a great time flying at NASA.
Photo: The rack being loaded up
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

Quick Summary on the May 1, 2011 public demonstration at NASA Goddard: 
by Ed Pearson

      What did you do on the
50th anniversary of American
manned space flight?  Tom
and Johanna Bagg, and your
cub reporter here celebrated
the day—May 5, 2011, did I
need to remind you?—at
Westchester Elementary
School in Catonsville,
Maryland.
      There, Tom and Johanna
gave four fourth-grade classes
presentations on rocketry and
careers.  Afterwards the
ninety-some students marched
outside, and the three of us helped the
children launch their previously-build A-powered Alpha
IIIs.
      The first rack was ceremonial.
Principal Phyllis DeCrispino launched
a boost glider and got the pod back
(Tom retrieved the glider later).  Vice-
Principal Russell Hopewell launched a
Sputnik foam-ball. The fourth grade
teachers, Ms. Williams, Ms. Alt, Ms.
Berkowitz, and Ms. Atallah also
launched (a Pheord X150, a Totally
Tublar, an Alpha III, and an Invader
respectively).

By the Numbers:  Fifty, Four 4ths (90) and Seven
by Ed Pearson

Tom is go for launch (photo by Ed Pearson)

Students get dressed in NASA suits.
(photo by Ed Pearson)

      Afterwards it was the
students’ turn.  A parent, Tom
Novak, measured each flight
with an Estes Altitrak.  The
weather was a bit windy and
trees grabbed five models—but
Tom’s extendable pole snared
three models back.  The launches
ran from about 12:30-2:30 pm.
      What about that last number
in the title—7?  This  was the
seventh year Tom and
Johanna have been getting the
rockets, performing talks and

leading launches at Westchester Elementary.  You could
feel the electric enthusiasm in the air; it was a fantastic
day.
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Capital College STEM Launch
by Ed Pearson

      One day after the Westchester
Elementary School launch in
Catonsville, NARHAMS launch
system 3 was unpacked/set up again,
this time at Capital College in Laurel,
Md.
      The college, you recall, was the
site of March’s streamer duration and
S8 demo contests and is the largest
privately owned aeronautics and
engineering college in Maryland.
After the March launch, I was asked to do a demo for
their Junior STEM program.
      Capital is home to the SOI—Science Operations
Institute where some aging GSFC spacecraft are
maintained (commands sent and telemetry received) via
Payload Operations Centers within the SOI.  The school
offers associate, bachelors, masters’ degrees and even a
doctorate in aeronautical engineering.
      To help promote interest in the sciences, and to
potentially recruit new students, the junior STEM
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics) was
conceived.
      On May 6, 2011, approximately 100 high school

    juniors from several nearby
counties descended onto the
campus.  Some came in school
buses; parents drove others there.
      The students toured the SOI
and had faculty talk to them about
potential careers.  This lasted from
9:30-11:00 am.  Then it was out to
the launch field.  I gave a run
down on the history of rocketry,
laws of motion, model rocketry

construction and safety.  Several volunteers then helped
me fly a dozen models—a power rack and a variety rack
(featherweight, sci-fi, scale, groove tube type, glider, and
egg payloader).  The briefing and launch lasted about 45
minutes.  I lost my Deltie but that was the only calamity.
      Afterwards, the college had an outdoor grill picnic
where everyone ate hot dogs, hamburgers or veggie-
burgers, potato salad, chips, cookies, and sodas or water.
During this period I met with school officials and was
told Capital has cleared the proposed 123 Contest for
October—where students will show how they calculated
the CP and determined their models will go to exactly
123 feet altitude.  It was a good day.

2011 FROG Award Recipient
      After a 2 year hiatus, the NARHAMS club has
awarded the 2011 FROG Award to Jennifer Ash-Poole.

Past Winners:
2008 - John Langford
2007 - G. Harry Stine and Alan Williams
2006 - John McCoy
2005 - Ken Brown and Khim Bittle
2004 - Jim Barrowman and Trip Barber
2003 - Ed Pearson
2002 - Jim Filler and Chris Kidwell

Photos by Alex Mankevich
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How Things Work—The Westminster Launch
by Ed Pearson

      “hy·brid \ ‘hî-brYd\ n [L
hybrida] :  An offspring of
two different varieties,
heterogeneous in makeup – a
composite.”  Engaging
students in conversation,
Tyler and Nicole of Koons’
Toyota stood near the Prius
parked between buildings at
the Carroll Community
College campus.  Steve Bell
of Crouse Ford stood nearby
touting the efficiencies of his
dealer’s vehicles.  To this rocketeer passing by, the
scene seemed symbolically appropriate and familiar.
      The date was April 25, 2011 and the Westminster,
Maryland college was hosting its first Earth Day
Festival.  Dr. Raza Khan (chemistry professor) led the
student’s Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics Club in organizing and sponsoring the
event.
      To put the festival together, Dr. Raza, as students
call him, got college approval, recruited faculty, got
students to set up displays and invited guests such as
Tyler, Nicole and Steve.
      More than two-dozen exhibitors set up tables at the
campus, including representatives from ecological
non-profits, industry as well as the students.  Dr. Raza
contacted me through NASA hopeful for a water-bottle
rocket demonstration.
      I let him know I wasn’t comfortable about those
missiles yet, and asked if he would be interested in a
model rocket demo or better yet, a class and then a
launch?  We talked and Dr. Raza asked how about a

morning class and launch (10am-
Noon), and then a second building
session/launch (1-3pm) with the
afternoon launch a bit larger as he
had visiting middle school students
and teachers attending?
      After a small flurry of e-mails, I
sent the faculty an MSDS for Estes
motors (Carroll CC required it as part
of a mandatory pre-activity risk
mitigation evaluation [things seemed
simpler years back—then you just
went to a school and flew]) and

answered questions such as have I ever seen anyone
injured?  Quickly, concerns were allayed and I got
assurances they had a field to use for the flights.  We also
discovered the college’s math department head and other
STEM faculty advisor, Maria Burness, was a former
neighbor.
      The next step was to go to Laurel HobbyWorks where
Scott had a bulk pack of Alpha IIIs.
      The trip to the college took more than an hour;
Westminster is north and west of Baltimore in incredibly
beautiful bucolic countryside.  The weather was beautiful
too.  Everything was beautiful.  The school welcomed me
with gracious hospitality and Dr. James Ball, Carroll CC’s
vice president, officiated at the first launch in the
afternoon.
      Being there reminded me of our Capital College’s
launch, and the festival was reminiscent in format to the
annual Science Day at Montgomery College.  It was a true
hybrid of a couple recent club outreach activities.  That’s why
the Prius seemed symbolic.

photos by Bruce Canino.
Left: Something shiny is glaring off of Dr. Kidwell’s head!
Right: May’s Show and Tell table.

May Meeting Pictures!
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     A dreary,
overcast, foggy
and moist field
frowned down
upon the
hundreds of
TARC
contestants,
spectators and
NAR support
personnel.  Yet,
the unpromising
weather didn‘t
diminish the
number of cars
in the parking lot,
nor the urban sprawl
of pop-up tents in the spectator’s field.
      The range set-up was as colorful as ever
–
showcasing
a ‘hedge’ of
TARC
official
sponsor
banners.
The whole
dramatic
effect of the
range,
vendor and
concession
booths were
pulled together
by the deep, resonant, reassuring, soothing and
comforting voice of our very own Alan Williams.
      The day’s low cloud ceiling obscured the contest
flights well before apogee.  Safety Officers frequently
sounded their air horns as the rockets descended towards
the spectator and flight preparation areas.  Alan diligently
contributed his voice as a warning to spectators of
incoming flights.
     The NARHAMS stamp on the day’s event was
evident as Kevin Johnson was spotted seeking lawn
chairs for the Japanese delegation.  The ‘ZOG-43 mobile’
somehow had gotten a ‘primo’ parking spot close to the
 NAR tent. As mentioned, Alan’s was the ‘voice’ of the
whole affair.
      Thirteen vendors were counted in the vendor’s booth.

A Maryland Terrapin in Alan William’s Court (a.k.a. TARC 2011 Spectator’s Report)
    Alex Mankevich – Vice Zog – NAR# 86018

ULA , Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
and Lockheed Martin  were the main
aerospace giants having display
booths.   Vendor presence was
diminished as compared to previous
years.  Budget realities have curtailed
the ‘gratis’ offerings such as posters,
CDs, stickers and brochures.  I
suppose that without a defined focus
of manned spaceflight for the
foreseeable future, no aerospace

company is
stepping up
with a
promotional
campaign to
attract the
next
generation of
engineers
and
astronauts.
A
conspicuous
absence in
this year’s

    TARC were
     the giant

inflatable displays of Ares rockets, the space
shuttle and rocket engines.  Neither were large-
space rockets in attendance.
      Still, despite the subdued weather and vendor
presence, TARC is yearly highlight event for

every rocketry enthusiast.  It was heartwarming to see so
many family members in support of their TARC children.

TARC launch!

The ULA Display

Spectators watching

Rocket Clinic!
(all  photos by Alex Mankevich)
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     Rocket Building Tips
Here are a few tips from member Jef Fineran. These will be new to some of you, but known to others. That’s OK!

If you have a tip, email zog43editor@yahoo.com with a tip and a picture.

I found this in Wal Mart
for about 5 bucks and is
a joy to use. Snaps to
the top of any standard
spray can and turns it
into a spray gun. Nice
when priming or paint-
ing big models
like a Mean Machine or
something.

ECRM-38 Coming June18 and 19!

NARHAMS is hosting ECRM-38 at Old National Pike
Park in Mt. Airy, MD, June 18-19, 2011.

Events are:
Plastic Model Conversion
C Egg Lofting Altitude
D Boost Glider Duration
Random Altitude
Open Spot Landing

Entry fee is $5 for A/B division, $10 for C/T. Trophies
will be awarded to the top places in each event. If you
wish to eat at the picnic on Sunday, there is a $6 per
person fee to cover the cost of the food.

Schedule:
Saturday
9:30 am - 1 pm: Range open for altitude flights
1:30 pm - 5 pm: Range open for glider flights
5 pm: Turn-in deadline for plastic models

Sunday
9:30 am - 2 pm: Range open for spot landing and scale
flights
3 - 5 pm: Picnic and awards presentation

NARHAMS would like to thank the following
companies for supporting ECRM-38. Come to the
Regional and win fabulous prizes!

http://www.asp-rocketry.com

http://semroc.com

http://questaerospace.com

http://www.hobbyworks.com

http://www.balsamaching.com
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Various photos from the past year:
1. Mike Howie and his Halloween Rocket
2. The Japanese Team and a US girls team at TARC
3. Japanese team prepping
4. Model Rocket Display at Rockville Science Consortim.

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.
6.

7.

5. Kevin hooking up is A-9
6. STS-130 launch of Endeavor - Feb 2010
7. Pickrel
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      We couldn’t have asked for better weather on May
21.  Warm, but not too warm.  Light breeze for most of
the day.  Mostly clear skies.  It would be a great day for
flying, and we expected to see a lot of rockets in the air.
We wouldn’t be disappointed.
      John Stalnaker volunteered his time and his pickup
truck to haul the gear to the range and help set it up.  I
had to make a quick trip back to the storage locker to
pick up the poles for the PA speakers (oops!), but range
setup was otherwise routine.  Other club members
arrived before the launch window opened and helped
with setup – thank you, everyone.
      Mike Kelley flew the first rocket of the day, with his
SLCM Tomahawk on a B6-4.  Typically for Mike, it was
a nice, nominal flight in all respects.  John Stalnaker
followed up with his Scimitar 105, a cute little spinner
with a great sound effect.
      Other interesting flights included two heads-up
launches of Chris Kidwell’s C R/C BG, which tended to
have stability issues during boost.  Chris also launched a
Mercury Redstone that he’d built decades ago but had
never flown.  Jennifer Ash-Poole flew a kit bash in honor
of Pat Richardson, a family friend whose memorial
service she would attend later that day.  Dmitre Avramov
flew his Opus II, another RC boost glider that turned in
two flights with nice boosts and good glides.  Mike
Kelley flew a second, larger Tomahawk SLCM, this one
with an E11-5.  Unfortunately, the five-second delay
turned out to be more like seven, which made for a really
hairy descent until the chute finally deployed.
      In addition to the sport flying,
the day also included the Cold
War Spot Landing competition, a
fun little brainchild of Alex
Mankevich.  See page 18 for his
writeup of the event!
      Our guests that day included a
group of middle-school students
from a Saturday STEM program
sponsored by the Carnegie
Institution in Washington.  They
all flew Quest Couriers, complete
with egg payloads.  Some of their
rockets failed checkin, and NARHAMS
members worked with them to get the models ready for
flight.  All of these students made at least one safe flight,
and their enthusiasm was a great thing to watch.

May 21 Launch Report
by Launch manager Mark Wise

      Most of the mid-power flying took place later in the
afternoon, with Mike Kelley, Thomas Henderson, and Jef
Fineran flying three E’s, an F, and the only G of the day
in the final ten flights.
    These numbers include a pair of staged models:  one
with a B6-0 to B6-4, the other with a B6-0 to a C6-5.  We
warned that modeler not to expect to recover his rocket,
but he got lucky.  The lack of much wind helped!
       We secured the field at about 5 PM, which was
earlier than the announced time but everyone was done
flying.  Thanks to everyone who helped tear down the
range equipment, and thanks to Mike Kelley, Alex
Mankevich, and Frank Panek (who provided the pickup
truck) for helping put everything back in the storage
locker.

See you at the next launch – ECRM!

We saw 118 flights that day.  Broken down by motor
class, we had:
MicroMaxx: 5
1/4A: 2
1/2A: 5
     A: 25
     B: 47
     C: 24
     D: 4
     E: 3
     F: 4

The Good Year Blimp as seen from the range.
(photo by Mary McCoy)
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Cold War Battle Report – May 2011 sport launch.
Comrade Mankevich – NAR# 86018

      A spirited exchange took place at the May
2011 sport launch during which cold war
heroes from both the USA and USSR took aim
at each other’s ‘ground zero’.  This battle was
intended to settle once and for all which
country won the Cold War.  Regretfully, a
formal protest had been duly filed, therefore
the ‘finality’ of the battle remains in doubt.
      A grand total of eighteen (18)
thermonuclear volleys were hurled at both the
Pentagon and Red Square.  Warriors flying
their menacing missiles
included, Alan, Ed, Alex,
Jennifer, Chris, John S., John
M., Brandon, Patrick, Rusty,
Philip, Ben, Dimitri, Frank,
Thomas, Roy, and Fabrice.
After the dusty mushroom
cloud slowly but steadily
dissipated, the score stood at
ten (10) strikes for the USA
and eight (8) strikes for the
USSR.  Some notable strikes
included Ed landing only 4’2"
from the Pentagon, Dimitri
landing only 5’3" from Red
Square and John McCoy
landing only 6’6" from the
Pentagon.
      As noted earlier, a
formal protest had been
filed.  It was obvious that
this contest had not been
conducted on neutral
ground.  The home field
advantage favored the
USA flyers.  The
American warrior Alan
Williams was mean as he
hurled contentious,
fighting words at the
Soviet flyers.  It was only
later discovered that the
measurements of landing
distances were recorded in
inches, and not the metric
measures more familiar to
the Soviet flyers.

For these reasons, the Soviet flyers
demand that this contest be
conducted next year, with the
offending instances removed.
      Launch manager Mark Wise
conducted this battle in grand
fashion.  Mark was on constant
duty, and he was nearest to the
multiple thermonuclear exchanges.
As an afterthought, Alex took a
Geiger measurement of Mark after
we had secured the launch systems
in our storage bin.  Mark’s radiation
reading was somewhat on the high
end.  Basically, he received twenty

five years worth of chest x-rays in just five hours.
This readings are somewhat skewered by some
residual readings attributed to Japan’s nuclear
power plant disaster.  NARHAMS shouldn’t
worry about Mark unless we suddenly notice that
his thick, wavy, golden hair goes missing.

Top: A Soviet Rocket
Next: Alan Williams taking Aim.
Above: US vs USSR Warriors
Left: The Pentagon spot after a hit.
(photos provided by Alex Mankevich)
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Jun 4 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD ECEM, NARAM or open building session
Jun 5 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Jun 18 - 19 9 am - 5 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD ECRM Regional Meet

PMC, C ELA, D BG, RDA, OSL
Jun 19 2pm ECRM Picnic & Awards  Mt. Airy, MD
Jun 25-26 10am-5pm     Steel City Smoke Trail 11 Prospect, PA

1/4A FW, 1/2A ALT, 1/2A SRD, A HD, A RG
Jul 2 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Picnic, bring a dish to share (Mark Wise)
Jul 3 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Jul 16 12 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Multistage Theme
Jul 17   12:30 - 4pm Apollo Contest Goddard, Greenbelt, MD Spot landing
Jul 23 - 29 NARAM-53 Lebanon, OH

1/2A ALT, A-HD, 1/4A FW, 1/2A SRD, C RG,
1/8A SD(M),  C-ELA, R&D, B Scale Alt, PMC

Aug 6 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD NARAM recap, open building session
Aug 7 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Aug 20 12 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Streamer Theme
Sep 3 - 4 9 am - 5 pm RAMTEC Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA

Events: TBD
Sep 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Sep 10 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting, College Park, MD Election
Sep 17 - 18 9 am - 5 pm Capitol Cup 2011 The Plains, VA
Sep 24 12 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Paratrooper Spot Landing , Night Launch
Oct 1 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Ole Ed Movie Festival (Ed Pearson)
Oct 2 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Oct 15 12 - 9:30 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Halloween Theme
Nov 5 5 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Planning meeting
Nov 6 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Nov 19 10 am - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Military Theme
Dec 3 5 - 9 pm Holiday party Greenbelt Community Church, Greenbelt, MD
Dec 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Dec 10 11 am - 3 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

NARHAMS 2011 CALENDAR

Things found on the Rocketry Forum.
Left: Bill Stine and Scott Branche.
Middle: Scott and the photographer, Bob Sanford.
Left: Yes, Scott does know how to fly a rocket.
(all photos credit: Bob Sanford)
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Launch Schedule

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
June 5, 2011

ECRM MEET
June 18-19, 2011

Mt. Airy, MD

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
July 3, 2011

SPORT LAUNCH
July 16, 2011
Mt. Airy, MD
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